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Top new features
in Lumion 10 Pro

High-quality preview

Fine-detail Nature1

Displacement mapping

See the highest possible quality
preview of your project before
rendering and save time when
creating a look and feel.

Visually enrich your scene with
life by adding stunning, finely
detailed trees, shrubs, plants
and so on.

Give select materials photorealistic
relief, detail and depth, and make
the surfaces of your project come
alive.

Beautiful renders created
faster than ever before

Real Skies at night1

Aurora Borealis1

Photo Matching1

Instantly place your building or
home under a clear, starry night or
the beauty of the Milky Way with
the new Real Skies at Night.

Show your designs under an
orchestra of color and beauty
with the new Aurora Borealis
effect and so on.

Capture stunning, real-life locations
and match them to your model with
a few clicks of a button.

Streamline workflows
to help you accomplish more.

Paint placement

Heightmaps for OSM1

Custom materials library

Place hundreds of nature objects
throughout your project as if
painting on a piece of paper.

Recreate actual elevations
from small, gradual climbs to
mountainous, jagged peaks
with OpenStreetMaps.

Your customized or imported
materials are now accessible
from one convenient place.

Engage audiences
with stunning detail

New objects1

New materials1

With beautiful new cars, animated
characters, furnishings and more,
you can instantly demonstrate your
vision for the design’s context.

Quickly convert your 3D model
into a realistic scene with over a
thousand materials in the content
library.

Capture beauty in the best light

Real Skies

Sky Light 2

Soft and fine-detail shadows

With dozens of Real Skies, it takes
a single click to give your design
the perfect, captivating sky.

Infuse beauty, depth and realism
into your designs with the
advanced daylight simulator, Sky
Light 2.

Convey depth and realism into your
render with highly accurate shadows.

Convey context rendered
beautifully

Customizable 3D Grasses1

Atmospheric Rain and Snow1

Beautiful water presets

Spice up your landscapes with highly
detailed, customizable 3D Grass
Materials.

With atmospheric rain and snow, you
can create cozy, immersive moods
with realistic weather.

Achieving beautiful water is just a click
away with realistic, detail-rich water
presets.

Share the vision of your building
while you build it

LiveSync
Simultaneously model
and render, and visualize
changes to your design in
real-time. Lumion LiveSync
is available for Revit,
SketchUp, ArchiCAD,
Rhino and Vectorworks.

*Model designs by Marco Caccini, Pixel-Head Studio, Ten Over Studio.

Breathe life into 3D models
with Lumion 10 Pro
Lumion 10 builds on the tradition of making
3D rendering a stress-free part of architectural
workflows. Simply imagine how you want to
show your design and Lumion 10 can help you
quickly bring that vision to life.
Others will be able to see the beauty of
what you created, conveyed in its living
environment.
Want to take advantage of all the new
features and content in Lumion 10?
Upgrade to Lumion 10 Pro at
lumion.com/upgrade.html.
1: Feature is only available in Lumion 10 Pro.

Lumion is compatible with most major CAD and 3D modeling programs, including Revit, SketchUp,
ArchiCAD, 3ds Max, Rhino, Vectorworks, Allplan and AutoCAD, among others.
Lumion LiveSync is compatible with Revit, SketchUp, ArchiCAD, and Vectorworks.

